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Let CNF(2) be the lass of formulas F ∈ CNF su h that every variable
o urs at most twi e in F, and CNF(E2) the lass of formulas in CNF in
whi h every variable o urs exa tly twi e.
We study the omplexity of variants of the satis ability problem for formulas
in CNF(2). In a previous paper [1℄, we have shown that SAT(2), i.e. SAT
restri ted to instan es in CNF(2), is omplete for deterministi logspa e.
The same holds for the problem NAE-SAT(2), not-all-equal satis ability for
formulas in CNF(2).
In this note we study the omplexity of ⊕SAT(2), i.e., XOR-satis ability
and XSAT(2), i.e., exa t satis ability (XSAT), for formulas in CNF(2). A
formula in CNF is XOR-satis able (resp. exa t satis able), if there is an
assignment that sets an odd number of literals (resp. exa tly one literal) in
ea h lause to true.
We shall show that ⊕SAT(2) is omplete for symmetri logspa e SL, and
XSAT(2) is equivalent to the problem PM of de iding whether a graph
ontains a perfe t mat hing.
A tagged graph G = (V, E, T ) is an undire ted multigraph (V, E) with a
distinguished set T ⊆ V of verti es. We refer to the verti es in T as the
tagged verti es.
For a formula F ∈ CNF(2), we de ne the tagged graph G(F) by
 G(F) has a vertex vC for every lause C in F.
 If lauses C and D ontain the same literal a, then there is an edge ea
between vC and vD.
 if C ontains a literal a, and D ontains the omplementary literals a
,
then we add a new vertex va and onne t it to vC by an edge ea and
to vD by an edge ea , as shown below.
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 If C ontains a literal, that does not o ur in another lause, then vC

is tagged.

SL-completeness of ⊕SAT(2)

If G is a (tagged) graph, then we all a oloring of the edges by two olors
0, 1 admissible if every (untagged) vertex has an odd number of in ident
edges olored by 1. Obviously, for F ∈ CNF(2), we have that G(F) has an
admissible oloring i F is in ⊕SAT(2).
De ne the problem EvenCC (resp. TEvenCC) as the problem to determine
for a given (tagged) graph G, whether every (untagged) onne ted omponent has an even number of verti es.
Proposition 1.

TEvenCC.

A tagged graph G has an admissible oloring i it is in

Proof. Let G have an admissible oloring, and let C be an untagged om-

ponent of odd size. Sin e C has even number of verti es of odd degree, the
number of verti es of even degree is odd. Therefore, in the edge subgraph
onsisting of the edges olored 0, the omponent C has an odd number of
verti es of odd degree, whi h is impossible. Hen e every untagged omponent is of even size, and G is in TEvenCC.
For the other dire tion, we let G be in TEvenCC, and onstru t an admissible oloring of G. First, it is easy to see, analogous to the proof of Lemma
9 in [1℄, that every tagged omponent has an admissible oloring.
Note that if there is an admissible oloring for a spanning forest of G, then
it an be extended to an admissible oloring of G by giving all the missing
edges the olor 0. Therefore, it suÆ es to give an admissible oloring for
a tree T of even size, whi h is done by indu tion on the size of T . We
distinguish two ases.
If all verti es in T have odd degree, then all edges an be olored by 1.
Otherwise, we show that there is an edge e su h that deleting e leaves
two trees of even size, whi h have admissible olorings by the indu tion
hypothesis. These an be extended to T by oloring e with 0.
To see that the edge e exists, let v be a vertex of even degree, and let
e1, . . . , ek be the in ident edges, and let Ti be the subtree rea hed by following ei from v. Sin e |T1| + . . . + |Tk| = |T | − 1 is odd, and k is even, there
must be some i su h that |Ti| is even. Thus deleting ei uts T into two trees
of even size.
Corollary 2.
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 ⊕SAT(E2)
 ⊕SAT(2)

is equivalent to EvenCC under FO-redu tions.

is equivalent to TEvenCC under FO-redu tions.

Proposition 3. TEvenCC

is omplete for SL.

Proof. The obvious algorithm for TEvenCC tests for every vertex v, whether
the number of verti es rea hable from v is even, or whether there is a tagged
vertex among them. If for some v neither holds then reje t, otherwise a ept. This an be done in logarithmi spa e with an ora le for UGAP, thus
TEvenCC ∈ LSL , and by the result of Nisan and Ta-Shma [2℄, LSL = SL.
For hardness, we redu e UGAP to EvenCC as follows: Given a graph G and
verti es s and t, we onstru t a graph G ′ as follows: we take two opies G0
and G1 of G, and for ea h vertex v in G, we put an additional edge between
the two opies v0 and v1 of v. Then we add two new verti es s∗ and t∗ , and
edges between s∗ and s0 and s1, as well as between t∗ and t0 and t1.
If t is rea hable from s, then every onne ted omponent of G ′ is of even
size, otherwise the onne ted omponents ontaining s∗ and t∗ are of odd
size. Thus the onstru tion redu es UGAP to EvenCC.
Corollary 4. ⊕SAT(2)

is omplete for SL.

Equivalence of XSAT(2) to Perfect matching

For an assignment α to the variables of F, onsider the edge subgraph of
G(F) ontaining those edges ea for whi h the literal a is set to true by α.
If α satis es F exa tly, then this edge subgraph is a mat hing in G(F) that
mat hes every untagged vertex.
Thus we de ne the following variant of the perfe t mat hing problem for
tagged graphs:
TPM: Given a tagged graph G, is there a mat hing in G that
mat hes every untagged vertex?
Proposition 5.
 XSAT(E2)
 XSAT(2)

is equivalent to PM under FO-redu tions.

is equivalent to TPM under FO-redu tions.

The onstru tion of G(F) from F gives the redu tion in one dire tion for
both statements, sin e for F ∈ CNF(E2), the graph G(F) ontains no tagged
verti es. For the other dire tion, given a tagged graph G = (V, E, T ), we
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de ne a formula F(G) ∈ CNF(2) as follows: for every edge e ∈ E, there is a
variable xe. For every vertex we form a lause Cv ontaining the variables
xe for the edges e in ident on v. Finally, for every tagged vertex v ∈ T ,
we add a variable xv to the lause Cv. It is easily seen that G(F(G)) = G,
and hen e the onstru tion gives the opposite redu tions. Note that the
redu tion produ es only formulas with only positive literals.
We now show that XSAT(2) is equivalent to the more natural problem PM as
well, in two steps. Unfortunately, we need slightly more omplex redu tions.
Proposition 6. TPM is equivalent to rTPM under FO-redu tions.
We only need to redu e TPM to rTPM, the other dire tion is trivial. Given
a tagged graph G, onstru t a graph G ′ by untagging every tagged vertex v
and onne ting it by an edge to a new tagged vertex v ′ , as shown below.
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A tagged perfe t mat hing in G exa tly orresponds to a tagged perfe t
mat hing in G ′, where ea h tagged vertex v unmat hed in G is mat hed to
the orresponding vertex v ′ in G ′ . Thus the onstru tion redu es TPM to
rTPM.
Proposition 7. rTPM is equivalent to PM under FO(Mod2 )-redu tions.
Given an instan e G of rTPM, we onstru t G ′ as follows: if |V| is even, we
onne t all tagged verti es in a large lique, otherwise, we add a new vertex,
and onne t this new vertex together with the tagged verti es in a large
lique. If |V| is even, then T and |V \ T | will have the same parity, so a tagged
perfe t mat hing will leave an even number of tagged verti es unmat hed.
Otherwise, it will leave an odd number of tagged verti es unmat hed. In
either ase, a tagged perfe t mat hing in G an be extended to a perfe t
mat hing in G ′. Thus the onstru tion redu es rTPM to PM. The other
dire tion is trivial.
Corollary 8. XSAT(2) is equivalent to PM under FO(Mod2 )-redu tions.
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